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About This Game

"Corona Blossom" is a heartwarming trilogy of visual novels featuring the "e-mote" system and artwork by nanaca mai!

Learn the fates of the characters you've grown to know and love in the exciting final chapter of the Corona Blossom saga!

STORY:
R-ne: a cute, shapeshifting metallic lifeform who one day fell from space.

Keiji Osaki: a young man with a mysterious past, now working at a mech garage.

After growing close through adventures and mishaps throughout the summer, the two of them made a promise: to return R-ne to
her home planet.

To that end, Keiji has steadily been working on a plan together with space pirate Lily, and his coworker at the garage, Kumiko.

But Ms. Kanade's big reveal has thrown a spanner in the works.

The people of Hanma Town must now do battle against a mysterious organization that's after R-ne.
Time is running out for Keiji and his friends!

Will they ever be able to return R-ne to space?
And is that really the right move?
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The thrilling conclusion to R-ne's journey is finally here!
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Title: Corona Blossom Vol.3 Journey to the Stars
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Frontwing
Publisher:
Frontwing USA
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista/7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 DUO 2.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: VRAM320MB, 1280×720

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Support for PCM playback through DirectSound

Additional Notes: Windows Media Player 9 equivalent or higher

English,Japanese
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The Good
-For a space trader it is fairly easy top throw a half hour at here and there.
-upgrading is easy once you get the hang of it.
-lots of little details are pretty cool. Like people talking about the Iowa vs. The Yamato kind of clevar.

The Bad
-you tend to have to grind a lot at the beginning. Early on you basically need to find a safe route to either mine or trade until you
can get some decent gear.
-no real faction choice to my understanding. I had a chance to join the pirates for a moment there but no real choice.
-the police in this game are insane: I am smuggling drugs and there are 6 ships right behind me destroying ships (potentially
murdering people) for money and suddenly I am public enemy number 1? what this hell is in these drugs!?!
-almost no customization: you have almost no choice to upgrade your ship in specialized ways. You can chose to make your
missiles hit harder or your beams hit harder and that\u2019s about it.
-there is no choice to stand down your weapons or surrender. I am playing a smuggler not a murderer. I don't want to have a
shootout with the cops until I can leave the system. I would rather stand down my own weapons and divert power to shields or
speed to get away.
-space stations don't care about pirates or smugglers? Here I am being shot at by pirates I dock at a station and they just let them
blow me up? By the same token I am running from the police because they spot me with drugs but the station just lets me dock?
I can't fathom a universe where the ships have weapons but the space stations don't who is asleep at the switch?

Things I Would Change
-Give the ships 2 to 5 modification modals and add more than just missile power and beam power to it. It could have the
weapon boosts but also extra storage adding an extra 4 slots, a temporary cloak costing power (preferably called a Fader :) ),
extra shields, shield mods that increase effectiveness against beams or ballistic respectively, crew pods for extra crew (see
below)
-more detailed mining add a scanner to increase the chances of getting certain resources over others.
-more weapon types please. We have an EMP that jams weapons can we have one that stalls engines? Maybe mine layers, how
about a machine gun stile gun that fires smaller weaker beads of energy fires faster but hurts less maybe a tractor beam that
slows and eventually stops ships to force a boarding rather than destroying ships.
-crew customization. Give each ship a crew capacity 2 to 6 each crew man can do different jobs on the ship such as work the
engines, weapons, and shield to make the work better, the ability to navigate and increase maneuverability, or simply board\/
repel boarders.
-random mission offers. Passing ships give me all sorts of messages (including quite often the cops telling me how to break the
law and expunge my criminal record lol) I think it would be cool if ships randomly offered me a job to protect them or deliver
something or even kill someone.
-gear\/ships you can't buy. I would love to have experimental gear you have to find and earn rather than buy.
-buy hanger space. I have built up my bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ship just the way I like it. Now what? Story
missions? Personally I would like to buy a hanger slot and start building up another ship. It would also be more realistic to me
than them just handing me a new ship every time I blow one up.
-radar mini map. Down in the corner a tiny map that shows what ships are in the area upgrades and or crewmen could tag patrol
ships or pirates or both.

All and all
all and all this game is fun! It could be more fun but it is fun, but at the end of the day I am happy with what I spent on it. I
know the developer is working on a sequel so I hope they read this and take these suggestions to heart, but right now the game is
fun and worth more than I spent on it.. Bud Spencer & Terence Hill, sausage and beer minigame, original soundtrack?
Shut up and take my money!. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end , has tons of branching options , simple
rpg concept and average grinding.

Pros:
+ great unique humour
+ characters actually make you care for them
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+ nice soundtrack
+ old-fashioned FF turn-based combat
+ somewhat enticing plot

Cons:
- game tends to crash whenever you start another battle
- length is a bit short. At the time of writing this review, I've put little more than an hour in to the game, which may not be much
to some people, but that hour was probably the most fun I've had in a game in quite a while.

I'm going to start off with the bad though, and end on a good note.

Hardly anyone is in the servers is the first issue, now to me, that's not much of an issue because I bought a 4-pack and play with
friends, but hardly anyone else has joined the fight with us. There is a single player mode however, so if there's not people on
you can battle against AI.

The second thing somewhat bad is the controls, they feel a tad unresponsive at times, including jumping, but other than it being
unresponsive at times, the characters do control mostly smoothly.

Now on to the good.

The graphics are pretty good, and I can run it at 60fps without turning much down as far as detail. Although I do have more than
the recommended PC specs. At times on larger, more detailed maps, it will dip down in to the 50s or 40s, but it doesn't last long.

The idea is good, and pretty well executed. It's kind of like Super Smash Bros. without the percentage building up, and in a 3D
environment + basketball. You have weapons that knock people all over the place, including in the air, off ledges, and down in
to the abyss. You also have a goal, which is to get the ball and throw it in to the enemies base (or hoop) and get points, the
enemy is doing the same of course, so it leads to a pretty even match.

Each map is timed, if you get more points than the other team by the time limit, you win. HOWEVER, that's not the only way to
win. Every time you score a goal you get a seed, which you can use to plant something that can help you and your team out, in
the set positions you can plant it in. If you, or your team plants every plant in their spot, you'll also win by that.

I got this game while it was on sale, and got the 4-pack for $2.49, but I would highly recommend it regardless of the price.

All in all, this is a good game if you've got friends to play with. If not, you may get bored of fighting against the AI all the time,
but it still offers and enjoyable experience if someone joins your game, or if you join a game in progress.. My first impressions
of Evo RTS are good. I think this is a really good game. I love a lot of the game mechanics that where included for base building
and unit management. I did find a bit more of a learning curve in the beginning then I had in other RTS games. But once you
master the game mechanics, gameplay seems to flow very well. The graphics are nice but could be overhauled abit. I do like the
'Tron' like design concept for the buildings and units. Fun stuff.

+1 for open source!. Played this during early access, and now with full release it just keeps getting better.
5 stars out of 5 :D
. Wonderful shmup, several different game modes and lots of personality. Reminds me of shmups on the SNES or NES, great
game!. You don't buy DoDonPachi Resurrection to play the game. You buy it so you can buy this album.. I do not like this game
it is low quality i want a refund.
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It's like watching the psychoactive VHS of your other, less corporeal life unfold on your late Great-Grandfather's integral
wooden cabinet television (faux drawers and all) in a Benadryl nightmare. You remember, the one where you're servant chimera
to the apotheosized Lord of a Dark Temple in the Brazilian Dreamlands, with the head and neck of a South American ungulate
and the mouth of a frustrated lamprey? And the Lord has charged you to work a mighty conjuration of pest control by birthing
chattering, skullfaced clones of your self in all the right places? Ah, those were the good ol' days!

An achievement of H.R. Giger-esque proportions, Tamashii is not quite artistically top-heavy for its puzzles, which do require one-
to-four drops of distilled patience -- but never the mind-body totality demanded by the likes of Celeste's hairier levels. This kind of
stuff is the bleeding edge of "itch.io Indie" dripping onto Steam.

(An uncomfortably enjoyable experience as a Morning Tea Game; make sure to put on headphones if you have sleeping
roommates.). A fun short point and click adventure game. Like the art style, and the voice acting is better in the 2nd chapter than
the first. I would try to buy on sale, not worth 5 dollars for 2 hours.. A generally well-written and otherwise quite atmospherically-
executed visual novel. Sure, there's some blatant typos, and slight imperfections with the audio...but all in all, it's a fairly promising
start to a projected series.

  Not too sure about the price, though, as this will only take over an hour to play if you're an especially slow reader. That said,
100%-ing the Achievements will take a wee bit longer, so there's some added value right there for those inclined towards such
things.

  If you're up for a solidly-told horror tale, and dig the art style you see on the Store page, it's doubtful you'll be disappointed. I do,
however, hope that future instalments are free for existing owners, or at least a tad cheaper than this first instalment, as this is
bound to become an expensive hobby otherwise...

  Verdict: 7.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). A lot better then the first release. A fun casual zombie game for you and your friends, please, give this game a
chance.. GAME TOO SHORT, No Freeplay and Lack Of Missions Very Disapointed. Wish i Never Payed for this.
Save your money and DON'T BUY!. Another solid DLC outing for Defense Grid. Great to hear Alan Tudyk's voice, as always.
Some interesting story elements, but all in all a good excuse for some more quality tower defence. Not as interestingly awesome
as the "You Monster" DLC, though. Recommended.
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